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Healthy Mouth, Healthy Body

85% of the American adult population suffers from periodontal 
disease, a serious, contagious infection in the mouth that allows 
dangerous bacteria to seep into the bloodstream and affect the 

rest of the body in dangerous ways.

Suggested Formats: Workshop, Lecture or Dinner Meeting (up to 1 hour)

Through compelling patient stories, learn the dramatic effect that periodontal disease has 
on total body health and see how treatment enables rapid, life-changing transformations.

Learn how periodontal disease allows bacteria to enter the bloodstream causing inflammation in the arteries, affecting blood 
sugar levels, triggering premature birth and many other serious conditions. Daily brushing and flossing is a good first step 
towards oral health, but isn’t enough - especially for patients with periodontal disease. The majority of patients with 
periodontal disease have no outward symptoms. It is truly a silent disease until  its later stages. By identifying the early signs, 
dental professionals partner with patients to diagnose risk and treat disease.

Extensive scientific research has confirmed the connection between 
periodontal (gum) disease and total body disease, including diabetes, high 
blood pressure, heart attack, stroke, cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, infertility, 
pregnancy complications and more. Periodontal disease can become a life 
threatening disease. Treating periodontal disease is paramount to total body 
wellness. 

Join us at the leading edge of Total Body Wellness! Gain the knowledge to
communicate accurately with your healthcare team regarding periodontal

disease in order to prevent and treat certain systemic conditions.

HEALTHY FROM THE INSIDE OUT
✓ Identify the role of targeted nutritional practices for enhancing
    periodontal health and thus, total body wellness

HEALTHY THROUGH STATE-OF-THE-ART TESTING
✓ Learn how leading edge testing is used to evaluate your risk of 
    developing periodontal disease and determine the process for 
    treating this complex disease

HEALTHY FROM THE OUTSIDE IN
✓ Discover how gentle, state-of-the-art laser therapy treats
    periodontal disease painlessly and without traditional surgery
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Current research into the systemic effects of oral disease demonstrates 
with clear clinical evidence how oral disease contributes to life-threatening 
conditions like diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, Alzheimer's 
disease, pregnancy complications and many other health complications. Dr. 
Samaha realized that this information was stagnating in the world of clinical 
research, causing patients to continue to suffer needlessly if it wasn’t 
integrated into clinical procedure.

It was her interest in minimizing the need for traditional periodontal 
surgery - along with her commitment to total body wellness through 
complete health dentistry - that prompted the development of her 
evidence-based, non-surgical, state-of-the-art protocol, its utilization within 
her clinical practice, and her desire to share her knowledge with others.   
This comprehensive protocol predictably results in increased, sustained oral 
health and its natural consequence: total body wellness.

A general dentist with expertise in comprehensive reconstructive, 
periodontal and cosmetic care, Dr. Samaha has been in private practice in 
Newport News, VA, since 1982.  She has been an Associate Member of the 
American Academy of Periodontology since 1984 and is a Founding 
Member of the American Academy for Oral Systemic Health.

Dr. Samaha is the Founder and Director of the Perio Arts Institute, an AGD/
PACE approved teaching institute devoted to the study of Periodontal 
Medicine.  With periodontal disease regarded as the most common 
inflammatory disease known to man, the Institute is focused on sharing, 
developing and disseminating scientific research and protocols to enhance 
the total health and well-being of all patients. 

Increasing the health and wellness
of 20,000 people by the year 2020 through 

the integration of dental health into total health.

Dr. Samaha is especially known for her engaging and instructional 
presentations suitable for most all specialties of dentistry and medicine. 
She is a prolific writer, as well, having penned a comprehensive textbook 
and manual on her protocol, as well as having written and/or contributed to 
hundreds of articles on the link between periodontal disease and its 
negative impact on total body health.  In addition to being interviewed for 
local and national television and radio segments, Dr. Samaha was a 
featured guest on the Hugh Down’s Report, televised on CNN, FOX TV, NBC, 
PBS, and globally on Voice of America. 

There is a significant disconnect between scientific research and its 
application in a clinical setting. The ability to successfully interpret the 
research and integrate the findings into a well-orchestrated protocol for use 
in every day clinical practice is what sets Dr. Samaha’s PerioPassion Dental 
Seminars apart. 

A Healthy Mouth is a Sign of a Healthy Body
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